The role of the ventricular assist device coordinator: quo vadis?
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Introduction

The history of ventricular assist device (VAD) therapy is well documented, dating back to the first implanted device in 1966 by Dr Michael DeBakey (1). The history of the VAD coordinator, however, lacks documentation secondary to an inconsistent role definition in the literature. The first documentation of nurses measuring artificial heart data by waveforms was in 1988 (2). In the 1990s as devices became commercially available, the role of the VAD coordinator came to fruition to connect the mechanics of the devices and the medical care aspect of the patient (3). Oftentimes it is said “There is no VAD patient without a VAD coordinator”, paving the way to the role itself.

One consistent aspect of the VAD coordinator role is to evaluate technical information to support clinical decisions. Varying structure amongst VAD programs lead to different day-to-day duties of a VAD coordinator (3). Anticoagulation monitoring, direct patient care, education and program compliance monitoring are some of the numerous duties the VAD coordinator integrates into VAD programs (4). The VAD coordinator is the central figure in a multidisciplinary VAD team, interacting directly with all specialized disciplines who are involved in VAD recipient care.

The International Consortium of Circulatory Assist Clinicians (ICCAC) was established in 2007 to provide a professional society platform for non-physician clinicians in the VAD community. Its establishment allows for collaboration, research development, and educational support in the advancement of VAD technology (5). The professional backgrounds of VAD coordinators differ between the United States (US), European, Asian and Canadian programs and may consist of nursing, perfusion, advanced practice, biomedical engineering and medicine (6). As a result of this professional variety, the VAD coordinator role remains uncertified, with no validation of the vast knowledge needed to care for VAD patients. ICCAC was pivotal in describing survey results of VAD coordinator responsibilities, which was the first of its kind (3). However, literature remains lacking with regards to outcomes in centers using VAD coordinators.

Evolution of the VAD coordinator

The VAD coordinator role is a key component of the inpatient multidisciplinary team in caring for VAD recipients. The role has evolved to meet the needs of the team and provide consistency of care within VAD programs. (7). International survey of VAD coordinators identified more emphasis towards the number of duties, rather than ‘coordinator to patient ratios’ alone. Scope of duties in current day practice include education, hospital coverage, 24/7 on-call, operating room management, regulatory compliance and equipment oversight (8). There is 100% utilization of the VAD coordinator role amongst centers in the United States (US) compared to only 70% utilization of this role at non-US centers. More importantly, over half of the VAD coordinators surveyed described working up to fifty-five hours of overtime per month regardless of salary status, illustrating an extensive burden on VAD coordinators across all programs. Ratios of coordinators to VAD recipients varied greatly from center to center, where the average ratio was one clinician to ten patients, with the highest reported as one clinician to twenty-five patients (9).

A particular concern described in the literature is
the dramatic differences between programs in terms of definition, role, workload and burden these responsibilities place on the VAD coordinator regardless of geographic location. Such differences add to the wide variance of training amongst coordinators and demonstrates the lack of available certification for VAD coordinators. This also suggests the need for specialized and official training for VAD coordinators to allow for standardization across all VAD programs. Particularly in Europe, multiple healthcare systems and languages pose further challenges in this process. To assist in standardization, ICCAC and University of Michigan (USA) are currently collaborating on an international-based VAD clinician certification examination to validate the educational needs of a VAD coordinator along with others who care for VAD patients. This is the first certification of its kind in this field and is much needed for ongoing advancement, support and validation of this role.

**The future of the VAD coordinator**

The VAD coordinator as a professional figure is instrumental in the future of the fully implantable left ventricular assist device (LVAD). The knowledge and skillset of the VAD coordinator is integral in ensuring optimal VAD functionality and advancing future technological advancements. The LVAD team involves collaboration between many members including VAD coordinators, biomedical engineers, data managers and clinicians. The knowledge and skillset of the VAD coordinator is paramount in this multidisciplinary team interaction.

The world of mechanical support is constantly evolving, which is necessary for device improvements. VAD coordinators can expect further changes to their role through the use of telemonitoring. The large amount of data will require review by experienced clinicians or intelligent algorithms to detect potential adverse events; both a blessing and a curse. Following the development of fully implantable devices, and in the face of a global pandemic, remote monitoring could bridge the need for VAD patient evaluation while ensuring safety for all stakeholders in VAD programs. However, devices of this nature have yet to be proven to be clinically reliable.

**Conclusions**

The continuing evolution of VADs serves to be of benefit to the advanced heart failure patient. While the race for the first “successful” fully implantable and durable VAD is ongoing, many VAD coordinators describe concerns regarding problems with the external equipment; raising questions as to whether placing these pumps internally is the solution. Nevertheless, in the coming years pumps will continue to advance, and remote telemonitoring will be instrumental in providing efficiency to the VAD coordinator role and, thus, decrease adverse events. The VAD coordinator is imperative to the success of VAD programs internationally regardless of the individual’s professional background. The goal of VAD clinician certification is to continue to validate the education required to be a VAD coordinator. The future of the VAD coordinator will continue to evolve based upon the needs of the programs and the patients served.
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